are no exception.
Here, the lateral diffusion of a fluo- centers on the effects that this 10,000 to 1,000,000 W/cm2 photobleaching pulse may have on membrane viability (Jacobson et al., 1978; Lepock et al., 1978; Sheetz and Koppel, 1979 We will discuss each of these possibilities in turn.
Heating Axelrod (1977) Figure 3 . Relative effectiveness ofquenching agents and buffer deoxygenation ("SMP" in histogram). For detailed discussiDn, see text. 
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Appendix
Localized Intracellular Heating During
FPR Experiments
Heat is generated in the localized cellular volume that absorbs the laser light of power P focused on the cell surface and is dissipated in (1) and as
(2)
(; ) (4irK) 1/2 j dr j r'dr' f_h dz' e_z'214 e 2 (7) where the B (h-z') and is plotted in Figure   5 . Calculated temperature rises for various wavelengths are presented in IzI > h and q = the maximum rate of heat production per unit area due to absorpiion along the r = 0 axis of the cylinder, in cal/sec/cm2; p = mass density of the medium; c = specific heat of the medium; and D = time duration of the bleaching flash beginning at t = 0. The thermal conductivity of the cell is assumed to equal that of the medium. B(h-z) is chosen so as to make the illuminated cell volume cylindrical. This assumption is valid within about 20% for the erythnocyte, since the biconcave disk is only about 2 to 3 jim thick and the beam waist expands slowly around the focal point. Note that the origin of the cylinder is at the center of the cell. where T(p,t) = j-dt ' Jd ' G(-',t-t' Q(p',t') G ' ' -.
[4 K(t-t'))
-3/2 exp [ -I _ I2/4K(t_t U, for t > t' (p-p ,t-t ) -, for t Physically, this Green's function corresponds to the heat evolution from an instantaneous point source of unit strength. This solution is then integrated over the spatial and temporal extent of the actual region in which power is absorbed from the laser beam.
Since the maximum temperature rise occurs at the p = 0 position, we will evaluate it at this worst case point. By introducing the variable change r = (t-t') 
